SMART HMC
V1

SMART330HMC (333mm wide) SMART450HMC (450mm wide) SMART520HMC (520mm wide)

Available options
Many, but not all, options can be combined into one configuration
Please contact Rhyguan or an authorized channel partner for more information

Unwinder upgrade

Upgrade unwind to max. roll diameter of 900mm, with
more space and larger servo engine
Upgrade to unwind rolls in both directions

Web guide upgrade
Waste rewinder

Missing label detection
Label counter

Inkjet for sequential*
numbering

Inkjet for sequential*
numbering

Static Electricity

Upgrade the web-guide from edge-guide with splice table
to a line-guide with splice tabel
The defects rewind is located slightly left of the inspection
table, after the web has passed through the inspection
system.
Detection system to spot missing labels per lane to be
inspected. 1 sensor for each lane to be inspected
Ultra-sonic label counter

Provision A: allows customer to install an inkjet numbering
system of choice for back-side numbering (on the liner)
AFTER inspection. This includes web path preparation, and
signal integration.
Provision B: allows customer to install a inkjet numbering
system for front-side numbering PRIOR to inspection. This
includes lengthening of the frame, web-path preparation,
and signal integration.
Passive static elimination device, for eliminating static
electricity towards a ground wire. Flexible location
positioning by operator when guiding static electricity
through the frame towards a ground-wire. Direct connection
to ground wire also possible.
Hefeng active static elimination device for eliminating static
electricity using an active current.

Automation

Full automatic batch separation and sorting system, to
separate different batches and facilitate packaging
Automatic system to remove inspected faulty labels after
sheeting,by removing them automatically from the
conveyor belt
JDF/JMF connectivity Module. Use JDF data from your
CRM system to automatically set cutting lengths, counting
and collection. Collect management information real time
from the SMART using JMF into your CRM system

* NOTE: Limitations in combining these options apply. Pls contact Rhyguan to learn more.
Information in this document is provided as-is. All specifications and availability of options are subject to change without
notification Rhyguan does not warrant the accuracy or completeness of the information. Specification of an actual product
may differ. Product appearance maybe different than the images shown in this document.

